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Mode 1:
Granular Clouds (Parasites)

Mode 2:
Pitch Shift / Time Stretch (Parasites)

Mode 3:
Looping Delay (Parasites)

Mode 4:
Spectral Processor (Parasites)

Mode 5:
Oliverb (Parasites)

Mode 6:
Resonestor (Parasites)

Mode 7:
Beat Repeat (Kammerl)

Mode 8:
Spectral Clouds (Kammerl)

To change modes

Hold the TIME switch to see 
which mode is currently active 
and tap TIME to select a new 
mode.

To exit without changing modes, 
wait five seconds and the mode 
selection process will 
automatically exit.  

HOLD
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Pitch shifter/Time stretcher
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This mode is quite similar to the granular 
mode, except that it uses two overlapping 
grains synchronized with the most salient 
period of the sound. 

The grains are carefully spliced so that 
they mesh well with each other (a 
technique similar to the “deglitching”
of early pitch-shifters).

Modulating POSITION when recording is 
frozen will “scrub” through the audio 
buffer. Clouds’ uses classic time-domain 
methods which are not suitable for 
polyphonic or percussive material (unless 
this percussive material is breakbeats and 
you liked Akai samplers. Then: smile).

DENSITY creates a granular diffusion 
effect based on all-pass filters.

SHAPE acts as a low-pass/high-pass filter.

SIZE controls the size of the overlapping 
windows used for pitch-shifting and 
time-stretching – from an extremely 
grainy “drilling” sound to smooth bits of 
loops.

Sending a trigger to the TRIG input 
creates a clock-synchronized loop (when 
HOLD is enabled) or stuttering effect – 
equivalent to applying a 
tempo-synchronized decaying envelope 
on the POSITION parameter.

HPLP
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The looping delay mode continuously 

plays back audio from the buffer 

without any kind of granularization.

POSITION controls the distance 

between the playback head and the 

recording head (in other words, the 

delay time). Modulating POSITION will 

create effects similar to vinyl scratching 

or manual manipulation of tape.

When HOLD is activated, the content of 

the audio buffer is looped (stutter 

effect). POSITION controls the loop start 

and SIZE the loop length. DENSITY 

creates a granular diffusion effect based 

on all-pass filters; and TEXTURE acts as 

a low-pass/high-pass filter.

SIZE controls the size of the overlapping 

windows used for pitch-shifting – fully 

clockwise for a smooth result that might 

smear transients, fully counterclockwise 

for a grainy, almost ring-modulated 

sound.

When a clock is sent to the TRIG input, the POSITION knob becomes a clock divider/multiplier for the pre-delay: at 12 o'clock, the pre-delay takes the value of the clock 
length; clockwise, this clock is divided, and counter-clockwise it is multiplied following the rates: 1/16, 3/32, 1/8, 3/16, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 3/4, 1, 3/2, 2/1, 3/1, 4/1, 6/1, 8/1, 12/1 
(borrowed from the Echophon). Note that the clock division is limited to the largest division not exceeding the maximum delay; beyond this point, the POSITION knob 
will have no effect. Note also that clock synchronization will be more accurate with the SIZE knob fully counter-clockwise.
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Spectral processor
Superparasites
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In this mode, the incoming signal is converted 
into “frames” of spectral data, that are stored, 
transformed, recombined, and resynthesized 
as a time-domain signal.

POSITION selects into which buffer the audio 
is poured (when HOLD is not active), or from 
which buffer the audio is synthesised (when 
HOLD is active). For example, set POSITION to 
its minimum value. Press HOLD. You get a first 
texture. Set POSITION to its maximum value. 
UNHOLD. Wait for something else to happen 
in the incoming audio. Press HOLD again. By 
moving POSITION you interpolate between 
the two textures which had been captured at 
the press of HOLD. Depending on the quality 
settings there are 2 to 7 buffers laid out over 
the course of the POSITION knob. What the 
module does is crossfade between a 
“wavetable” of FFT slices.

SIZE It’s like a 1-knob GRM Warp. Over the 
course of the knob it’ll do spectral shifting, but 
also spectral reversal.

DENSITY - Below 12 o’clock, there’s some 
increasing probability that a given FFT bin 
won’t get updated, causing a kind of partial 
freeze. After 12 o’clock, adjacent analysis 
frames are increasingly merged together (like a 
low-pass filter in the amplitude each 
frequency bin). At extreme settings, random 
phase modulation is applied to smooth things - 
giving you different flavours of spectral 
muddling/reverb.
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SHAPE does two things: below 12 o’clock, it increasingly quantizes the amplitudes of the spectral components, like a very low-bitrate audio file. After 12 
o’clock, it increasingly weakens the strongest partials and amplifies the weakest ones. This has the effect of making the spectrum more noise-like.
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The Oliverb is a full-featured and CV 
controllable modeless reverb with some twists.

The POSITION knob controls the time it take 
for the reverb to kick in after a sound has gone 
in (from 0 to about half a second). When a clock 
is fed to the TRIG input, this knob becomes a 
clock divider/multiplier for the pre-delay: at 12 
o'clock, the pre-delay takes the value of the 
clock length; clockwise, this clock is divided, and 
counter-clockwise it is multiplied following the 
rates: 1/16, 3/32, 1/8, 3/16, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 3/4, 1, 3/2, 
2/1, 3/1, 4/1, 6/1, 8/1, 12/1 (borrowed from the 
Echophon).

PITCH Each time the sound is fed back into the 
reverb, it can be pitch shifted. The Pitch knob 
controls, from -1 to +1 octaves how it is pitch 
shifted. At 12 o'clock, no pitch shifting is applied; 
fully clockwise, we get the classic shimmer 
effect; lots of oddities can be found in between. 
To hear the effect of the pitch shifter, some 
sound has to fed back by increasing Decay. Note 
that Size has an impact on how well the sound is 
pitch-shifted: the larger the room size, the more 
accurate the pitch shift.

PAN controls how much the sound is 
"smoothened" by the diffusers each time it goes 
through the loop. Fully CW - more dense, 
continuous sound; fully CCW, hear the sound 
being repeated like in a multi-tap delay.

Each delay in the reverb can be individually 
modulated by 9 smoothed random LFOs. The 
SPACE knob controls the amount of modulation 
applied by the LFOs to the delay time.
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Resonestor
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It is a dual-voice, four-parts resonator (or comb 
filter) effect with built-in capability for 
polyphonic Karplus-Strong plucked string 
synthesis, and more.

To discover it, put the knobs in the following 
positions: SIZE, DENSITY, PAN, FDBK and 
SPACE fully CCW; PITCH, IN, POSITION, and 
SHAPE at 12 o'clock; MIX fully CW.

SIZE morphs gradually between Unison, Fat, 
Superfat, Fat power, Fat octave, Octaves, 
Power, Major, Major7, Minor7, Minor, Sus2, 
Sus4, Minor9, Major9, Minor11, Major11, and 
Major11.

A trigger at the TRIG input will switch the 
current voice (if Freeze is not active) and send 
a short burst of noise in its resonator.

POSITION controls the timbre and duration of 
the noise burst. CCW, it will be longer and more 
dampened; CW, it will be shorter and more 
high pitched. At both ends of the knob, the 
burst will be inaudible (too damped or too 
short), which you can use to "mute" a voice.

FDBK simulates striking the harmonics on a 
string. Fully CCW, it has no effect. Fully CW, the 
second harmonic will ring; at 12 o'clock, the 
third, at 10 the fourth etc.

PAN assigns each part and voice to an output 
(Out L or Out R). Fully CCW, each voice goes to 
a different output. At 12 o'clock, both voices 
are equally mixed in both output. Fully CW, 
parts of both voices are distributed on both 
output for a wide stereo effect.
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Beat repeat
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HOLD Enables slice processing / 
beat-repeating. If not enabled, slice 
processing is randomly enabled based on 
the blend mode Slice Probability.

POSITION defines the beginning of the 
loop interval relative to the total slice 
duration. To support in-sync beat 
repetitions, it is quantized as follows: 
[0-1/64] free/unquantized, 1/64, 1/32, 1/16, 
1/8, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 1.

SIZE defines the size of the loop interval 
relative to the total slice duration as well as 
the loop mode (regular/alternating). To 
support in-sync beat repetitions, it is 
quantized as follows:
 Regular from the left to 12 o'clock:   
 [0-1/64] free/unquantized, 1/64, 1/32,   
 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2
 Alternating from 12 o'clock to the right:  
 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64, [1/64-0]   
 free/unquantized

DENSITY enables a decreasing loop size 
towards the slice end. This enables a 
ping-pong bouncing ball effect: Tak tak tak 
taktak tatatatatttttttt.

SHAPE CV and the Slice Step control 
different slice selection parameters. The 
Texture CV directly selects one of the most 
recently recorded slices. In contrast, the 
Slice Step parameter selects individual 
iteration patterns to jump between slices 
during playback (which also incorporates 
the Texture CV slice selection by using it as 
an offset).

REQUIRES
CLOCK!

Selects one of the eight most recently recorded slices.
0V corresponds to the most recent slice (real-time/no delay!).


